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Abstract— We report on the results of a series of

ethnographic studies, involving interviews and fieldwork on

the preparation activities of working musicians. We then

discuss the interplay of Human Data that emerges within the

broader Musician Community of Practice and the potential

implications it has for systems design.

Observing the Working Musician

For many years it has been common practice for musicians to

form groups within their local scene, and in some cases, find

sustain from regular performances in various kinds of social

events (e.g. weddings, dance clubs, etc.). By conducting a series

of ethnographic studies of working musicians—specifically,

guitarists and bassists in bands—we observed a clear

succession from individual to collaborative preparation practices

as well as a complex ecology of digital and physical resources

interwoven into their embodied musical activities [2], namely,

audio hardware and software, online file storage and user-

generated content platforms, and paper-based support materials

(e.g. musical notation) (Fig. 1). We also uncovered a series of

challenges that emerge during their preparation activities such as

encumbered interactions when using online (e.g. YouTube) and

physical resources (e.g. hand-made chord charts) whilst having

an instrument at hand [1].
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Figure 1. The Working Musician Ecology
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Personal systems in this community are reflected in the

different ways musicians organize their individual preparation

activities, such as retrieving and curating lists of songs they

intend to learn to play or practice, annotating such materials

with metadata that allows them to appropriate or re-signify the

piece (e.g. textures or dynamics of a song), and archiving

these materials in notebooks, folders or cabinets (physical and

digital). Within bands, this personal system may extend to a

socially-constructed system when such resources are shared

and stored online with services such as Google Drive, as well

as collaboratively discussed among the members of the band

through messaging services like WhatsApp. At a broader scale,

there exist a wide diversity of bespoke musician online

communities where users generate, remix, annotate and

archive content, but also get feedback from the other members

of the community [3]. Examples of such communities are

‘Ultimate Guitar’ and SoundCloud.
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Figure 2. Systems Employed by Working Musicians
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Conclusions

Based on our discussion we envision potential design

implications for systems that support the collaborative and

collective practices of musicians but are also able to take into

account the privacy and intimacy of individual musicians work as

well as their groups. Such systems may also have to take into

account issues such as the provenance, legacy and intellectual

property of the musicians’ artistic materials.

Interplay of Human Data

Here we discuss the interplay of human data within this

specific working musician community of practice, as observed

through a series of interviews and field work. We observe the

relationships between personal systems, socially-constructed

systems and online communities (Fig. 2).


